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Abstract
Selecting attractive photos from a human action shot se-
quence is quite challenging, because of the subjective na-
ture of the “attractiveness”, which is mainly a combined
factor of human pose in action and the background. Prior
works have actively studied high-level image attributes in-
cluding interestingness, memorability, popularity, and aes-
thetics. However, none of them has ever studied the “attrac-
tiveness” of human action shot. In this paper, we present the
first study of the “attractiveness” of human action shots by
taking a systematic data-driven approach. Specifically, we
create a new action-shot dataset composed of about 8000
high quality action-shot photos. We further conduct rich
crowd-sourced human judge studies on Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk(AMT) in terms of global attractiveness of a sin-
gle photo, and relative attractiveness of a pair of photos.
A deep Siamese network with a novel hybrid distribution
matching loss was further proposed to fully exploit both
types of ratings. Extensive experiments reveal that (1) the
property of action shot attractiveness is subjective but pred-
icable (2) our proposed method is both efficient and effec-
tive for predicting the attractive human action shots.
1. Introduction
With the ubiquity of camera phones, it is convenient for
us to shoot as many photos as desired. However, captur-
ing compelling human action shots remains to be a chal-
lenge, even for professional photographers. In order not to
miss the best moment shot, photographers typically need to
rely on the burst capture mode to shoot several consecutive
frames using fast shutter speed, leaving the photo selection
as a tedious yet important manual post processing step.
While researchers have proposed various computational
methods [5, 4, 31, 27, 15, 11, 7, 23] for automatic photo
selection from personal albums, considering common fac-
tors such as image technical quality (i.e., blur, noise), visual
diversity, memorability [15], interestingness [14], and aes-
thetic properties [7], little attention has been devoted to the
task of attractive action shots selection. In the context of
action shot photography, the most attractive shot within a
burst set is largely often determined by the human pose of a
specific action, as the burst of photos share the same action
context (i.e., the background). For example, in a sequence
of Fosbury-Flop, as shown in Figure 1, the most attractive
shot should be the frames when jumpers are leaping head
first with their back to the bar, which is a brief moment usu-
ally called peak-action, as it hovers motionless before start-
ing back down. This raises up an interesting yet challenging
question, how can we automate the process for attractive ac-
tion shots selection?
A direct thought is to analyze the human motions of the
image set. However, it is intrinsically challenging to per-
form the motion alignment and tracking along the shot se-
quence. In addition, accurate human pose estimation re-
mains a challenge by itself especially for those attractive
human poses, despite the fact that dramatic improvement
was made in the past two years [1]. More importantly, the
human pose is an important factor, but not the only factor
to determine the most attractive action shot. It is mainly the
human body pose combined with the background context
ultimately determines if an action shot photo is attractive or
not. For example, the same jumping pose of the same per-
son in a kitchen may largely perceived to be less attractive
than that in a seashore.
We approach to this problem from another perspective by
studying the general attractiveness of action shots. We ar-
gue that such general attractiveness of action shot photos ex-
ists in human perception. For example, most people would
perceive that the Hip-Hop dance poses are more attractive
than normal human walking poses. In skateboarding, the
pose at the moment when the skateboarder freezes in the air
without touching any objects is more attractive than those
poses when he starts to approach from the ground. If we
can successfully model the general attractiveness of the ac-
tion shot, we can then resolve the problem of photo selec-
tion in any sequence of action shot, not limited to a burst
set, as now the model allows us to assign a global “attrac-
tiveness” score to each action shot. Such a score enables
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Figure 1. A typical action shot sequence of Fosbury-Flop
direct comparison of the attractiveness of different action
shots in different action context. This would further support
broader photo selection function in a photo album for ap-
plications, such as selecting attractive representative action
photos across a personal photo album.
However, similar to the concept of attractiveness for por-
trait photos as discussed in [33], the concept of attractive-
ness of action shots is also somewhat subjective. Therefore
it is very difficult, if not entirely impossible to define the
attractiveness of action shot photos in an qualitative way.
Hence, we take a data-driven approach by gathering human
judge data in terms of both absolute attractiveness rating
on individual action shot photos, as well as relative attrac-
tiveness rating on pairs of action shot photos, due to the
complementary nature of these two rating schemes. Hence,
multiple human judges on the same photo or pairs of photos
are gathered from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). The
details of our action photo collections along with the hu-
man judge data can be found in Section 3. Our data collec-
tion is consistent with our expectation that there are diverse
opinions among the human judges. To deal with the diverse
opinions from multiple human judges, many previous works
attempt to consolidate the human judge data first [14, 18],
e.g., by taking the majority votes, and then learn a model
with such consolidated unique ratings. Unlike them, we de-
sign a Deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN) with a
hybrid loss function which matches the distribution of the
human judge preferences on both the absolute and relative
ratings. We argue such a design directly takes the diverse
opinions from the human judges into consideration, and
hence avoid ad-hoc, hand-crafted pre-filtering of the hu-
man judge data. Our DCNN based model naturally takes
both the human in action and the background context into
consideration, and makes it unnecessary to conduct human
detection and pose estimation. Our experiments reveal that
our learned DCNN model can automatically draw its atten-
tion to the human in action and the surrounding background
context. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents
the first study on general attractiveness of action shot pho-
tos. This work hence presents the following contributions:
• we created a new action shot dataset and collected rich
annotations via crowd-sourcing to study the general at-
tractiveness attribute of action shots;
• we designed an efficient hybrid training model based
on deep learning to match the rich crowds distribu-
tions;
• we demonstrated that the general attractiveness of ac-
tion shots is subjective but still predictable through our
proposed model.
Last but not least, our model can be easily applied and ex-
tended in a variety of practical applications including sports
video highlight extraction, event curation, and photo album
summarizations.
2. Related Work
2.1. Photo Selection based on High-level Attributes
Automatic photo selection from personal photo collec-
tions has been actively studied over the years [5, 4, 31, 27]
in both multimedia and computer vision. The selection cri-
teria, however, is primarily focused on low-level technical
image quality, representativeness, diversity and also cover-
age. Recently, there has been as increasing interest in un-
derstanding and learning the various high-level image at-
tributes, including memorability [15, 16, 21, 10], popularity
[20], interestingness [11, 14, 7, 8], aesthetics [7, 22, 6, 8],
importance [2] and specificity [17]. Extensive studies were
also conducted to uncover the relationships among these
attributes. For example, It is found that there exists a
strong correlation between interestingness and aesthetics
while surprisingly no correlation exists between interest-
ingness and memorability[14]. Although these prior works
are relevant, our work is distinct in a number of ways: (1)
We focus on people-centric images with specific to action
shots, while prior works consider more generic scene cate-
gories such as landscapes. (2) We are interested in study-
ing the main factors of human body pose and its context
(i.e. background) in determining the attractiveness of an ac-
tion shot, assuming other factors such as technical quality
are the same. Therefore, any discriminative features such
as blurriness, rule of thirds for measuring atheistic attribute
may not apply for determining the attractive human action
shots. (3) Due to the problem differences, there are no exist-
ing datasets can be directly used to train an attractive action
shot detector. Therefore, we created our own datasets and
used AMT to tag each action shot image primarily based on
the human pose attractiveness for specific actions. To the
best of our knowledge, no prior work has ever put human
pose into consideration for studying any of these high-level
attributes. (4) Most of prior works heavily reply on hand
crafted features to learn the discriminative models, We in-
stead leverage the recent advances of deep learning and try
to build the high-level representations through a novel hy-
brid distribution matching loss.
2.2. People-Centric Image Understanding
Understanding people-centric images is always the most
important yet challenging problem in computer vision.
Over the past years, dramatic improvement has been made
in the subproblems from people/pedestrian detection [9],
pose estimation [1] and single image action recognition
[12], to face detection [30], alignment [24] and recognition
[25]. Few works have also been devoted to understand the
various high-level attributes such as recognizing the differ-
ent facial expressions [29, 19] and predicating the attrac-
tiveness of a portrait image [33]. However, still no attention
has been payed for studying the attractiveness of a human
action shot, which essentially has plenty of important appli-
cations in computational photography and multimedia.
3. Dataset
We collected an action-shot image dataset crawled from
the Internet using Google image search. We search im-
ages on Google using both general keywords such as “ac-
tion shot”, as well as keywords covers various sports do-
mains including soccer, basketball, tennis, surfing, skat-
ing, skiing, dancing, and gymnastics, etc. We also used
the names of famous sport stars and specific actions to ex-
pand the coverage and diversity of our collected action shot
photos. For example, Messi shot, Kobe layup, Iverson drib-
ble, and skateboarding tricks etc. Over 12,000 images were
collected from Google image search initially. In order to
study the main factors of human body pose and the back-
ground context, we further remove the low-resolution and
low quality (such as blur, noisy etc) ones, which leads to
7980 valid images in our final collection. In order to study
the attractiveness of these action shot photos, we use AMT
to evaluate both the absolute attractiveness ratings on single
images, and relative attractiveness ratings on image pairs,
to leverage the complementary nature of these two different
rating schemes.
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Figure 2. Rating Distributions. left: The distribution of global rat-
ings. It is obvious that the samples with average scores around 2
have large deviations. right: The distribution of pairwise ratings.
The pairs with absolute average vales close to 2 have smaller devi-
ations. The attractiveness of the two samples in such pairs greatly
differ with each other.
3.1. Global attractiveness rating
We exploit AMT to rate each image with 1 to 3 stars.
An image rated with 1 star means it is not an attractive ac-
tion shot. For example, a person with an standing posture
is certainly not an action shot. In contrast, a 3-star rating
means that the image is definitely an attractive action shot.
For example, a person flipping in the sky is absolutely an
action shot. However, there are cases which are quite diffi-
cult to tell. For example, in a soccer match, could dribbling
be regarded as an attractive action shot? The pose is quite
representative and could not be persistent even for a second.
However, it is not that attractive. For these cases, one may
rate it with 2 stars.
We asked 10 people to rate each image with 1 to 3 stars.
Thus we obtain a probability distribution on the three rat-
ings of each image. Although the rating is quite subjective,
we can still find some consensus across different people. As
shown in Figure 2 left, more than 30% samples whose av-
erage rating is less than 1.5 are with deviation less than 0.2.
People generally have similar preferences on the most (blue
bars) and the least (green bars) attractive images. For the
images having nearly 2 average stars (yellow bars), people
tend to have different preferences.
This manifests that there are some consensus among all
the people on if an image is an attractive action shot or not.
However, our global ratings, especially the middle part, is
subject to large variations, as we expected.
3.2. Pairwise ratings
Though the global ratings roughly indicate to us how
likely an image is to be an attractive action shot, it is still
quite noisy. Such a rating method could not catch the subtle
differences between images. To obtain more subtle infor-
mation, we use pairwise labeling. At each time, two im-
ages are presented and the Turkers are asked to rate the
relative attractiveness between the two images at 5 levels,
i.e., the first image is much better than{2}/slightly better
than{1}/equally good to{0}/slightly worse than{-1}/much
Better Equal Worse
Better 0.94 0.03 0.04
Equal 0.24 0.56 0.20
Worse 0.10 0.31 0.59
Table 1. Confusion Matrix For cg = 0.3 and cp = 0.2
worse than{-2} the second image.
Since there are N2 pairs if we have N images in total,
it is very difficult, if not impossible, to rate every pair in
our dataset. Randomly sampling pairs would be a choice.
However, we wish to sample more pairs which share similar
appearances. So we first extract the appearance feature (fc7
layer output of the VGG16 [26]) of each image and then
conduct L2 normalization on the features. Denote all the
images as I1, I2, ..., IN and their features as f1, f2, ..., fN .
Note that ||fi||2 = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., N . For each image Ii, we
randomly sample 5 pairs from the rest images. The proba-
bility for Ij(j 6= i) to be selected is defined as
pj =
exp(fi · fj)∑
j′ 6=i exp(fi · fj′)
(1)
In this way, we produced 5N pairs which is much less than
N2. Each image appears in 10 pairs on average. For each
pair, we asked 5 people to rate the relative attractiveness of
the two photos. Again we obtain the probability distribution
over the 5 different relative ratings.
The pairwise labeling distribution is shown in Figure 2
right. In the case that the two images have a large gap in
terms of attractiveness, the deviation is quite small (blue
bars). This is sensible. If the two images are equally at-
tractive on average (green bars), it either means they are
actually equally good (low deviation cases) or people have
different opinions on the two images (high deviation cases).
Note that the average value of relative attractiveness
ranges from −2 to 2 while that of the global attractiveness
ranges from 1 to 3. The deviations of the two cases also
have a ratio of 2. Actually the mean deviation of global
case is 0.457. The mean deviation of pairwise case is 0.776,
which is smaller than twice the value of the global case. We
can conclude that the pairwise rating has relative low devi-
ation. It indicates that people have more consensus when
rating the relative attractiveness of image pairs.
3.3. Comparing the two types of ratings
We anticipate that these two types of rating methods
agree with each other in general but complement each other
in some specific details. To verify that, we analyze the rat-
ings in the following way. We calculate the average global
rating aveg , (1 ≤ aveg ≤ 3), for each image, and the av-
erage deviation avep, (−2 ≤ avep ≤ 2), of relative rating
for each image pair. For the global rating, we regard the two
images as equally attractive if |aveg,1−aveg,2| ≤ cg , where
cg is a threshold. Otherwise the image with a higher average
score is considered to be more attractive. As to the pairwise
ratings, we regard the two images as equally attractive if
|avep| ≤ cp, where cp is another threshold. Otherwise the
first image is more attractive if avep < 0 and the second
image is better if avep > 0.
By setting the two thresholds cg and cp at different levels,
we find that about 60% − 75% pairs agree with each other
under these two rating methods. The percentage changes
with different thresholds. A closer look reveals that most
of the disagreements are where one method gives an equal
rating while the other gives a more attractive or less attrac-
tive rating. To demonstrate this, let us study the case where
cg = 0.3 and cp = 0.2. This would result in a 70% agree-
ment. The confusion matrix under that setting is presented
in Table 1. The percentage that the two different ratings re-
turn opposite ratings is very small. This fact implies that
there are some certain consensus perception of the attrac-
tiveness of an action shot, and hence make the modeling
possible.
4. The Deep Siamese Network with Hybrid
Distribution Matching Loss
An overview of the network structure of our proposed
DCNN model with hybrid distribution matching loss is pre-
sented in Figure 3, which exploits a Siamese structure and
models both the global ratings and the pairwise ratings.
As shown in Figure 3, the foundational unit of the pro-
posed model is the score net. The score net adopts layers
from conv1 to conv5 (including pool5) of the VGG16 net-
work [26], which outputs a 512-channel 7× 7 feature map.
On top of it we add two fully convolutional layers along
with a ReLU layer, which leads to a 128-channel 7× 7 fea-
ture map. Then we conduct a spatial max pooling to get the
128-dimension feature of the image, which is subsequently
fed into a fully connected layer to compute a single score s
of the image. The higher the score s is, the more attractive
the image is as an action shot. The input to the score net is
a normalized image of size 224× 224.
Since each individual image appears in five pairs of im-
ages in our relative ratings, we use a pair of image as one
training sample. In the training process, we consider the
combined loss function from both the global ratings and
the pairwise ratings, where we introduce a hybrid loss func-
tion that matches the distributions of both global and pair-
wise ratings from crowds. Denote a training image pair
as I = {I1, I2} and the scores of the pair (after running
through the same score net) as s = {s1, s2}. Let the num-
ber of global attractiveness ratings be Mg(= 3), and the
number of relative attractiveness ratings be Mr(= 5). It
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Figure 3. Our Siamese model with hybrid distribution matching loss.
should be noticed that Mr must be odd since the relative
attractiveness label is symmetric. For this reason, we define
another number R = (Mr − 1)/2.
To match with the global ratings, we introduce a set
of parameters sˆg,i, i = 1, . . . ,Mg , namely the standard
scores, which are all learned by back propagation through
the network. The probability of the i-th rating for the j-th
(j = 1, 2) image in the training pair could then be expressed
as
pjg,i =
exp(−(sj − sˆg,i)2)
Zjg
(2)
where Zjg is the normalization factor and defined as
Zjg =
Mg∑
i=1
exp(−(sj − sˆg,i)2) j = 1, 2. (3)
Note that we do not view this problem as a classification
problem because we do not even have a unique “ground-
truth” rating for each image. So we just train our network
to make its predicted distribution pjg,i to match with the dis-
tribution pˆg,i of the global ratings from crowds, where pˆg,i
can easily be computed from the set of global ratings for
each image. To achieve this goal, we adopt the cross en-
tropy loss which is defined as
Ljg =
Mg∑
i=1
pˆjg,ilog(p
j
g,i) (4)
To match with the pairwise ratings, we calculate the gap
between the two scores4s = s1 − s2. Similarly, we could
obtain the distribution on the Mr ratings according to a
set of parameters representing the standard relative rating
scores, 4sˆr,i, i = −R, . . . , R. Note here only R standard
relative rating scores are needed due to the symmetry prop-
erty of relative ratings. Specifically, we define 4sˆr,1(> 0)
for slightly more attractive and 4sˆr,2(> 4sˆr,1) for much
more attractive. The standard score 4sˆr,0 is 0 for equally
attractive case, then 4sˆr,−1 = −4sˆr,1 would represent
the standard score for slightly less attractive and4sˆr,−2 =
−4sˆr,2 for much less attractive. These parameters can also
be learned by back propagation through the network. Sim-
ilar to the case of global ratings, the probability of the i-th
relative attractiveness, i = −R, . . . , R , is then defined as
pr,i =
exp(−(4s−4sˆr,i)2)
Zr
(5)
where Zr is the normalization factor and defined as
Zr =
R∑
i=−R
exp(−(4s−4sˆr,i)2) (6)
Again, we adopt the cross entropy loss to match the crowds
ratings of the relative attractiveness on the image pair. The
loss function is expressed as
Lr =
R∑
i=−R
pˆr,ilog(pr,i), (7)
where pˆr,i is the distribution of the relative ratings from
crowds on the image pair. It can be easily computed by
counting the number of relative ratings falling into each
buckets.
As we can imagine that supervision from the global rat-
ings cannot catch the subtle differences between pairs of im-
ages, while the supervision from the pairwise ratings is lack
of global reference, so they complement with each other.
To best leverage their complementary power, we argue that
their relative importance for the training should be adaptive
to each pair. Hence, we define the final loss function for
each training pair as:
L = λ · (L1g + L2g) + (1− λ) · Lr, (8)
where λ denotes the adaptive weight of the two type of
loses. Intuitively, if the two images from a training pair
have similar global distribution, the pairwise supervision is
more important than the global information. In this case, the
global supervision may even be misleading since it forces
the two images to have similar scores rather than sepa-
rate them apart. However, if the global distributions of the
two images are very different, the global supervision should
be dominant, because the pairwise supervision may be re-
dundant in this case. Therefore, we adaptively define the
weights of the two kinds of supervision for each training
pair according to the similarity of the distribution of the
global ratings, i.e.,
λ = ||pˆ1g − pˆ2g||22 (9)
where pˆjg = (pˆ
j
g,1, ..., pˆ
j
g,Mg
), j = 1, 2. Conceptually,
global supervision would coarsely tune the network to en-
sure the rough attractive order while pairwise supervision
fine tune the network to learn their local and subtle relative
orders. So they dominate in different cases and are well
complement each other. If we have T training image pairs,
denote Lt as the loss for the t-th training pair, then final
training loss function is the sum of all the individual losses,
L = ∑Tt=1 Lt. All the parameters of the network, along
with the standard rating scores introduced in the loss func-
tion, are optimized via back propagation using stochastic
gradient descent.
5. Experiments
We randomly selected 5980 images in the collection as
training data and left the rest 2000 images as testing data.
The pairs were sampled within training data or testing data
without overlapping. In other words, there is no pair with
one image in the training data and the other in the testing
data. In the first stage, we fix the VGG16 [26] part and
only train the new layers for 2 epochs with the learning rate
λ = 1e−6. In the second stage, we loose the previous VGG
layers and train another 6 epochs. The initial learning rate
in this stage is set to λ = 1e−6 and it scales down 10 times
every 2 epochs.
5.1. Evaluation metrics
Before we could evaluate our experimental results, we
need define some meaningful evaluation metrics as our
learning objective is to match the distribution of crowds rat-
ings. One direct measure would be to evaluate how well the
predictive distribution matches with the crowds ratings in
the test data. However, this metric by itself is not straight-
forward to understand. Hence in our evaluation, we adopted
some more direct evaluation metrics. Since we have both
global and pairwise ratings, in the following, we derive the
two types of evaluation metrics correspondingly.
Training Data Testing Data
Lg Lr Lg Lr
Hybrid 0.690 1.228 0.869 1.409
Global 0.640 – 0.910 –
Pairwise – 1.197 – 1.420
Table 2. Average cross entropy for different training schemes.
5.1.1 Global metric
We define an image as an attractive action shot if more than
pa percentage of Turkers rate it as attractive (3 stars). For
each specific pa, we can draw a ROC curve as our evalua-
tion metric for measuring the performance of our predicted
attractiveness scores compared with the global ratings by
Turkers. Once fixed pa, like a binary classifier, we could
slide the score threshold to discriminate if an image is pos-
itive or negative according to its attractiveness score pre-
dicted by our model. In our experiments, we fix pa as 0.2
for global evaluation. Similar performance trend and pat-
tern were observed when setting pa to other values.
5.1.2 Pairwise metric
We define image I1 to be more attractive than image I2 if
pmore − pless > pb. pmore stands for the percentage of
Turkers who rated I1 to be much more attractive or slightly
more attractive while pless indicates the percentage of Turk-
ers who rated much less attractive or slightly less attractive.
Similar to pa, pb is also used to determine the ground-truth
when conducting the comparison between our model and
Turkers’ rating. For each specific pb, we can use the clas-
sification accuracy as the evaluation metric for the pairwise
ratings. We choose different pb (0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6) in our ex-
periments. Note that, we can’t draw ROC curves in such
settings.
5.2. Hybrid training v.s. global/pairwise training
In our hybrid model, we propose to adaptively com-
bine both the global and pairwise supervision. However,
as shown in Figure 3, we could easily remove either the su-
pervision component to perform the comparison. To see the
benefits of our hybrid model, we first directly compare the
cross entropy loss (defined in Equation 4 and 7) as shown in
Table 2. On the training data, the global case produces the
lowest Lg while the pairwise case produces the lowest Lr.
As to the testing data, our hybrid model has the lowest Lg
and Lr. This is because using only one supervision tends to
overfit, thus performs worse on testing data.
The cross entropy evaluation is straightforward but does
not help us gain a good insight. To achieve better under-
standing, we use the metrics mentioned in the last subsec-
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Figure 4. Performance comparisons under both global and pair-
wise metrics. The top row shows the comparison under global
metric while the bottom row shows the comparison under pairwise
metric. Note that our proposed model always outperforms the rest
ones.
tion to perform further evaluation. Under both the global
and pairwise metrics, as shown in the left column of Fig-
ure 4, it is clear that our proposed hybrid model outperforms
other models that trained by using only the global ratings or
pairwise ratings. Specifically, when comparing the perfor-
mances using pairwise metric, as the pairwise model would
output a distribution on the five relative attractiveness la-
bels, it is natural to tell whether the first image is more at-
tractive than the second one or not. However, as the global
model only outputs an attractive score, one must set another
threshold τ so that two images are regarded as equally good
if there score difference is less than τ . We have tried many
thresholds and chose the best one for comparison. As shown
in the bottom left subplot of Figure 4, our hybrid model al-
ways outputs the best performance on different pb.
Moreover, we used the majority vote and learned a sepa-
rate model with the consolidated unique ratings, under both
metrics, it always performs worse than our hybrid model,
this is perhaps because the simple majority vote from all
Turkers discard some user preference information while
our hybrid distribution loss would leverage all the crowd-
sourcing rating information, which further demonstrates the
benefits of our proposed model.
5.3. Comparison to other methods
To further evaluate the performance of our prosed model,
we extracted other features such as VLFeat [28], poselet
[3], R-CNN pose [13] and memnet [21]. Although mem-
orability attribute is intrinsically different from attractive-
ness, memnet is still the most recent and relevant high-level
image attribute work among all other works, such as inter-
estingness and aesthetics. For VLFeat, we extracted dense
sift features and conducted dictionary learning and fisher
vector coding. For poselet feature, we use the 150 cate-
gories as filters and use the highest activation as the value
of the corresponding dimension. We use 1 or 3 pyramid lev-
els. Thus the corresponding feature dimensions are 150 and
450. Denote the two kinds of methods as poselet150 and
poselet450. We then trained a linear model on each type
of feature using the same loss function as we proposed. As
memnet outputs a memorability score for each image, so we
can directly use that score for the comparison. As expected,
our model outperforms all these methods under both global
metric and pairwise metric, as shown in the right column of
Figure 4. It is obvious that the ROC curve of our model is
always above those of other methods. The mid level pose-
let feature is better than the low level VLFeat. The R-CNN
pose feature is even worse than the poselet feature. It is be-
cause the feature dimension is very small and it doesn’t ex-
plicitly define different modes of poses. The memnet is the
worst because the score it outputs is designed for a different
attribute, which means the most memorable images are not
necessarily the most attractive ones. As demonstrated in
Figure 6, although some of memorable images are indeed
attractive (dance poses) but not all of them are attractive ac-
tion shots.
5.4. Visualizations
What has our model learned from our dataset? We order
all the 2000 test images from low score to high score and
shown the images at different ranks in Figure 5(a).We select
an image every 100 images. So the ranks of these images
are 1, 101, 201, . . . , 1901. The score of each image is also
listed in the figure. It is quite clear that the photos have high
scores are more attractive. Such attractiveness order is not
strict. For example, the first and third photos in the third
row should have roughly the same rank. Though the order
is not that accurate, it is roughly correct. The goal keeper
picking up the ball in the sky (the last photo) is apparently
much more attractive than most of the other images. The
first photo is almost absolutely still.
We also visualize the image patches which have the high-
est activation and the lowest activation on the score neurons,
as shown in Figure 5(b)(c). The neurons which have the
highest activation are mostly the body parts with attractive
poses for specific human actions in specific backgrounds,
while the lowest activation neurons are primarily the stand-
ing straight body poses. The visualization is consistent with
our hypothesis that the attractiveness of human action shot
is jointly determined by both the human body pose and the
background.
5.5. Applications
Our model could rate each action shot how attractive it
is. We can apply it to some sports video clips like gymnas-
tics, parkour, skate boarding etc. We randomly selected 80
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(a) Attractiveness order of test images. (b) Highest activation filters (c) Highest activation filters
Figure 5. Visualization of image order and highest/lowest activation filters.
Figure 6. Most memorable (top) and attractive action shots (bottom) from test set
clips sampled from [32] and ran our model to get the attrac-
tive scores for each frame. A score normalization ([0, 1])
is then performed within each clip. As shown in Figure 7,
we can see in the first clip, our model produces a higher
score when the person is jumping in the sky; while in the
second clip, even through the skateboarder is partially oc-
cluded, our model is still able to output the most attractive
frame within the sequence. In contrast, the score produced
by the memnet [21] seems not reasonable. This is again
showing that the memorability is not necessarily correlated
with attractiveness for human action shots. To better un-
derstand how the attractive scores correlate with those peak
action shots, we further asked judges to annotate the peak
action shots for each of those sampled clips, and then we
computed their average scores among all the clips. Their
normalized average attractive score is 0.65 for all the peak
action shots.
6. Conclusions and Limitations
In this paper, we introduced a new problem of predicat-
ing the attractiveness of human action shots. We collected
about 8000 human action shots from Internet and conducted
rich crowd-scouring to annotate the degree of attractiveness
in terms of both global and relative ratings. We then pro-
posed a novel hybrid distribution matching loss function on
top of a Siamese deep network structure to seamlessly in-
tegrate both types of ratings. Experiments showed that al-
though subjective, the attractiveness attribute is predictable
by our proposed model. However, as our current data was
collected primarily targeting for studying the factors of hu-
man body pose and the surrounding context, we can see that
people are always the most salient region in those action
shots. Our model does not work well when the people are
extremely small in the image. Moreover, thoroughly un-
derstanding the correlations between attractive action shots
with other high-level attributes might be another interesting
Figure 7. Score curves for two different action shot sequences. The
blue curve was generated by our attractive model while the orange
curve was generated by the memorability model (memnet [21]).
Note that, the memorability values trend to be flat for these two
sequences, the most memorable shot does not correspond to the
most attractive peak action shot.
future work. Nevertheless, our work can still enable many
interesting applications such as attractive action shot selec-
tion from a burst set or personal photo album.
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